
Custom Dress Sewing Instructions
Learn Pattern Making: Custom Fit Dress

Cutting Your Fabric
1. Lay out all pattern pieces on the fold.
2. Trace around your pieces with chalk or pin pieces to fabric.
3. Mark all notches, either with chalk, pen, or a small clip in your fabric.
4. Cut out all pieces.

Sewing Instructions
Sewing instructions given assume the armholes and neckline are finished with bias 
facing. For different finishes, adjust directions accordingly.
There is no seam finish specified. Finish all seams with either a pinking shears, zig-
zag or overedge stitch, or by serging.

1. Sew all darts on all pieces and press.
2. Sew one bodice shoulder seam and press towards the back.
3. Unfold half of the bias binding and sew to neckline at 1/4” (in the fold of the 

bias binding). When sewing around the curves of the neckline, keep the fold 
line under the needle free of ripples, but allow the other parts of the binding 
to ripple as it stretches around these curves.



4.With the bias binding folded all the 
way out, as pictured, sew your second 
shoulder seam all the way to the raw 
edge of the binding. You want to make 
sure that the spot at the neckline where 
the seam binding meets matches up.

5. Press your bias facing towards the 
inside of your neckline from the 
wrong side. Laying your bodice out 
flat helps this, as does using a tailors 
ham to press the curves.

6. Sew down your bias facing along the folded edge. Try to stitch as close to the 
edge as you can without ‘falling off’. If you like, sew by hand using a blind 
stitch for an invisible finish.

7. Sew your Skirt Front to your Bodice Front at the waistline. Do the same with 
your Skirt Back and Bodice back, trying your best to match the dart seams.

8. Attach your bias binding to the armholes in the same way you did for the 
neckline.



9. Sew the right side seam and press. Follow the bias matching instructions 
given for the neckline.

10. Sew the left side seam, leaving a gap for the zipper as indicated by your 
pattern. Press the seam, pressing open the part where the zipper is to be 
inserted.

11. Try on your dress and check the side seams for fit. If you need to take a little 
in or let a little out, now is the best time (but you can do it later).

12. Turn in your armhole bindings, press, and stitch down.
13. Turn up your hem 1/2” and press, then again 1” and press. Sew along the 

folded edge of your skirt hem by machine or hand.
14. Give your garment a final press and admire!


